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Top Matric student worked harder to honour his Parents
WAQAR-UL-HASSAN the Star of the School 

London , 08.09.2022, 09:45 Time

USPA NEWS - WAQAR UL HASSAN
The top Matriculants of 2022 is invited to United States Press Agency for a short interview.
This story will inspired all attendants.

WAQAR UL HASSAN inspired during the 2022
top-achiever Matric Students Session 2020-2022.
The Punjab Boys High School KKS, Lahore. in Punjab Pakistan,
WAQAR UL Hassan invited to the United States Press Agency as he was one of the top students in Lahore, Punjab Pakistan.

He shared his success story,
which has inspired the nation.

Waqar Ul Hassan.
live in Lahore , Punjab, Pakistan.
His father Mr. Irfan Ahmed is a Businesman and trading in wholesale Cloth Industry.

He also said his father,
MR. IRFAN AHMED is a very noble and God-fearing person and His Mentor.
who helped the poor.
He is also running a community center for orphans, destitute and needy Peoples,
All the expenses of which are paid by Irfan himself Without any local or Govt. Funding.

He also said that he studied at the Punjab school Lahore which is a top-rated school in the city where He have just completed high
school.
He passed his examinations with distinction. He scored 96%.
He also said ,
I'm very proud and happy. All this is the result of my parents' prayers.
His parents are very happy and proud of his achievement.

He said I am also very grateful that I became a hope for them.
And I want to be more successful in every aspect of life.

He wants to study further in computer sciences and one day so having the best school marks became his top priority.

WAQAR UL HASSAN credits his MOTHER for of HIS success he said my mother was an inspiration for me, she was my first teacher
literally,

Now that WAQAR is done with matric,
He hopes to get into the Govt. Collage University of Lahore Pakistan to study in Computer Sciences and he also wanted to Go in the
UK for Further Study.

He also said
" I want Students to realise that their backgrounds don’t determine them.
All they need to do is believe in themselves.
“If you believe in yourself and work hard, you can achieve anything,”



WAQAR UL HASSAN has proven that if you set your mind to something, you can make it happen.

 WAQAR-UL-HASSAN
SAID : Have A Winning Mentality

I am cognizant that the details of our circumstances may be different, however my matric story has taught me to believe the following:
* If you are alive, the dream is alive!
* It does not matter how you got into the deep end; it is your responsibility to make it to the shore. Therefore, do everything in your
power, God will do the rest.
* Take the good with the bad; it all works together for good at the end.
* Life does not necessarily get easy we get better. So, get better!
* Do not let a bad start, or a bad year, or even a decade to determine the outcome of your life.
* Your life does not have to be defined by a bad experience or crisis,
as they say, tough people last longer than tough times.

*United State Press Agency
We are inspired to hear WAQAR-UL-HASSAN's story and hope to hear many more!
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